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31~ 1'1~q
BIKE TO CLASS, finally furnished ·2-bdrm, secur~ly
fenced yard, SilO. Call262-17ll~ V!lley Rentals, $30
fee.
03/31
WHAT IS A COJ;LEGE INN7 Excellent [ood (no
limit), Private and double rooms. Maid service, 303
Ash NE, 243-288 I.
03/28

Classifieds

l

1.

FOUND: PAPERBACK FRENCH Dictionary. Call

PERSONALS

87l·ll0l.
0)/29
FOUND: SMALL MIXED puppy, Terrier? Central
and Terrace. Call873-1305,
03129
PUZZLE RING LOST near SUB. $25 reward. 2554364.
03/28

CONTACTS11? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Optical Company. 255-8736
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294..0l71.
04128

...

FOUND; LADIES WRIST watch, near College Inn.
· Call Roger 277·3106 day, 242·8356 evenings, 04/03

AGORA IS SPONSORING a talk by Psychology
Professor Sam Roll of UNM on the dangers of
psychotherapy, Wednesday, March 2~, 7:30 pm,
BiologyRm. 139,
03/28
SAVE THE SEALS.. Let's stop the brutal slaughler
ofllelplcssbabies.883·3789.
03129
HOW LONG CAN IT GO ON71?7 NatUral Sound.
.Records and Tapes storewide sale is now in its third
month-the longest sale in the history of New Mexico.
All6.98 Jist LP's are 3,99, al\7,981ist LP's are 4.89.
Higher list LP's and all tapes, 1.00 off regular price.
Natural Sound has a large stock of used records and
tapes which are guaranteed against defects, priced at
1.99 up. Bring down your unwanted records and
tapes and trade for cash or new music, Natural Sound
Records & Tapes, 119 Harvard SE, (across from
Hippo Icc Cream), and8019·A Menaul NE.
04/14
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickets
now available; SUB Box Office. $2,50.
03/31
NOTRE DAME ALL the Way in the Nl./~\. 03/29
ANNUAL PHI ALPHA THETA bC"ok sale. Prices
from !ic. Hundreds of titles. At SUB from 9·5
Tuesday,April4,1978.
04/04
CREATIVE SEWING-SEW wh11out patterns. Class
starts April 6th. The Weave_·:'~' S1udio, 205 Stanford
SE. 265-9100.
03/31
PHI ALPHA THETA (HislOry Honorary Sociely)
will meet on Friday, March 31, 1978, at 3:30pm in
the History Department Lounge, Mesa Vista Hall
1104.
Ol/JI
1ST ANNUAL EVERYTHING must go spring saleaU pipes, tobacco's, paraphernalia, imported
cigarettes, celestial teas, rainbows, incense,
everything up to 40 per cent off at Pipe & Tobacco
Road, 107Jl Cornell SE, across from UNM. M·f
8:30-6:00, Sat. 10-S. (Expecting a tax refund? One
dollar puts any pipe on layaway!)
04/10
PERRY'S PIZZA. We Deliver. Call 843-9150. Try
our fresh .salad and slice: specials for lunch.
04/03
GEORGE FOR EDJTORI!I
tfn
SPECIAL DRINK PRICES during happy hour at
Ned's. Extra special drink prices during Very Happy
Hour at Ned's,
03/28

2.

J•

SERVICES

----------~--------------LSAT~MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now,
Call PENM 842~5 200 •
tfn

EXPERT TYPING. 2664567.
03/31
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical~ general, legal, medical,
scholastic, Charts & tables, 345·2125.
04/29
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minute Passport Pholos. No appointment.
tfn
268 .g 515 .

TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883-7787.
GREAT TYPING! 266-39ll.

tfn
Ol/ll

ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates

available. Call Tim, 268-6510.
04/28
DRESSMAKING. MEN'S CLOTHES. Alterations.
262-0868.
03/28
TYPING24l-lll7.
Ol/28
TUTORING AVAILABLE TO minority and male
students in pre-nursing course requirements. Call
2l01.
03/28
ACCURATE TYPING BY PROFESSIONAL. 242·
2266.
04/01
WEAVING, SPINNING CLASSES--inkle and
cardweaving workshops--all starting soon. The

4.

6.

LOST: NEAR PHYSICAL Plant, blue bounded lab
notebook. Please caU Rick, 271-4681.
03/29
FOUND: NOTEBOOK W/NAME Hen[}' Salazar.
Identify and claim. See Terry Halpin, Rm. 216
1ournatism Bldg.
03/29

PART-TIME JOB -GRADUATE sLUdents only.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday e.nd Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs. old.
Apply, in person, no phone~ calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE.
03/31

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

DOWNTOWN SPACE FOR RENT: Walk-up
studios and offices: inexpensive, interesting, safe,
unique. Rosenwald Building. Fourth and Central.
242·6166, 298-6046.
03/30
CHEAP WATERBEDS! WATER trips $99,00 buys
you 1) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comfort pad, 4) a.ny size mattress with 5-year
guarantee; $99.00. 3407 Central NE, 255-2289. 04/04
SOLAR POWER, G.E.D. products for home or
business, Call Mark at ALPHA Systems, 255-3367
TODAY.
04/04
DOWNTOWN BAZAAR: RETAILER'S stalls for
rent: $100.00 month, $7.00 day, Open Monday.
Saturday. Rosenwald Building. fourth and Central.
242-6166, 298-6046.
03/30
SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP April I & 2,
Saturtlay 10-4 prn, Stmtlay 14 pm. Cosl SJO,OO,
students S20,00. Limited enrollment. Phone 262-0066
or266-1789.
03/JI
NATURAL DYE WORKSHOP. Learn to use native
plants as dyes. The Weavers' Studio, 20~ Stanford
SE,265-9100.
Ol/JI

Spending

Vl/te- ~ zP, lq··t(
.

TDDAY'S CIDSSIDID PVZZLB
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--mounted a strong campais;n ~o repeal the
By DOLORES WOOD
food tax; (the campai'gfrwas unsuccessful)
LOBO Staff Writer
--asked students what they most wanted us
NMPIRG received about $33,000 in
to
work on -- the answer was where to get
payments from UNM for the fall semester.
Added to its approximate $13,000 carry-over your car fixed, sq we have published an Auto
from the last fiscal year, that brings the Fall Repair Guide;
--a guide to brith control and maternity
1977 PIRG revenue to about $46,000.
services;
PIRG sent a release listing its "record of
--a guide to heating with firewood;
accomplishment" for this year:
--a guide to winter home energy con"--developed a program which gives
servation;
students credit for working on PIRG
--a guide to day care services;
projects;
--a survey of grocery stores in
--obtained four Vista volunteers to expand
our work in areas of housing and nutrition, Albuquerque;
--a pamphlet on working with the media;
resulting in among other things, a free an--questions and answers abqut the food
swering service for landlord-tenant
·
problems; (the federal government pays the tax;
-·a
newsletter
about
nuclear
waste."
salaries of the volunteers)

ACROSS 47 Sweet
UNITED Feature 8yndicate
. potato
1 Scrape
49 Want
Monday's Puzzle Solved:
harshly
urgently
5 Early
50 Ending for
newsreel
cash or
jA
[S
A lSI
company
-front
IB
lA
II A T
·10Wound
51 Paper
~i
[U
IE IV
c~ust
.
money
·14 Eight: Prefrx 53 Ornamental
15 Deck In fin·
vases
Mil
lA
ery
55 Friend
IGIAIR ~!_INIE
Is
16 Suffer loss 56 Most recent
IR IE
IN IE IE·I
IO
17 Retail out- 6 ~ Part ofthe
let: 2 words
body
IH Jn
11 re r~t
19 R~ctangular e2 Keep one's
IG
IC
IH
prer
head·····
20 Barracuda
[0 [R [A ]TIE
ID IV
IR
16 lA
21 Foot: Prefix 64 Elysium
s IN
IR
~ ~fs
22 Russian VIP 65 Giver
of old.
66 Against
23 Preludes to 67 Spanish
the finals:
painter
Informal
68 Cooks by
25 Whale:
boiling
18 Not
41 Cacophony
Prefix
69 Go on
elsewhere 46 Feel angry
26 Be confispecified:
toward
dent
Abbr.
48 John L.
DOWN
30 Resin24 Swedish
Lewis
secreting
lake
followers
1 Fabulous 25 Jean··---: 51 European
insect
birds
31 Fashionable
Fr painter
shoe
2 DL!II pain 26 Gave an
52 Church
34 Certain
3 Oliver Haredge to
bench
· exams
dy's buddy 27 Plead
53 Puts Into
36 Light wave
4 H_urt
28 Explorer
play
amplifier
54 Be a horse5 Light tint 29 Biblical
38 Done-··
turn
• 6 Wile
.
judge
man
7 Typhoon. 2 31 Meridian: 55 Apartments:
39 Gross
Abbr.
Siang
words ,
8 Rabbits
32 Plain plinth 57 Lament
58 Sicily sight
relatives 33 Disliked
42 Ordinal
9 Stared at 35 Up to now: 2 59 Arranges
suffix
words
tableware
10 Scheduled
.43 Mockery
11 Form
37 Lance's
60 Animal's
44 General
12 Movie
.. relative
gait
heading
45 Pay ex40 Negative re· 63 Promise
13 ropcp~rt
penses
u
sponse
solemnly
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Senate Attendance Tallied

C~ed

Slrago.n

Casey Optical Co.

Makers af Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

(nat door to casey Rex:a/1 Dru~

Lomas at Washington
255-6329
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OLDTOWN

Mexico Daily Lobo

Thrsa psrsons were arrested on campus lata Tuesday afternoon
and booked on felony charges of passing a forged prescription at
the Lobo pharmacy and for possession of a substance suspected of
baing harion, police said.
Rosie Bernadaft8 Chavez, 515 Wisconsin NE., Nicky Filimanio
Montoya, 1121 Palomas SW•. and Mary Asperlia Chavez, 333
Alcazar NE. were arrested in a car by city police after a chase
which ended in the walkway between the art building and Woodward Hall.
The child of one of the parsons arrested waits with an officer in
an unmarked police car after the arrest.

•

By D.M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor
Four of 18 ASUNM Senators
have missed one-third of the senate
meetings this semester and four
other senators have perfect senate
meeting attendance records, according to records released by the
ASUNM secretary.
Only Senator Phil Hernandez,
however, is batting 1.000 in his
attendance of senate and standing
committee meetings, the records
report.
Senators Rick Anaya, chairman
of the sente finance committee,
Millie Arviso, R.J. Laino, chairman of the presidential appointments
committee
and
Stephanie LeMay have each missed
three of the nine senate meetings
included in the records.
"One time I was out of town, the
other I was sick and the other my
husband was involved in an accident," Arviso told the Lobo.
LeMay, who is one the UNM ski
team, said she missed the meetings
to attend regional and national
skiing competitions.
Laino said, "I must have been
working. I cut work more than I cut
senate meetings."
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Pleue place the following classified adverti'JemeDt in the New Mnko Doily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under, the heading
(circle one): 1. Penonab;
2. Lost & Fotmd;
3. Services;
... Bowing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

LO -- 0

Absentees State Excuses

HOUSING

Ray-Bans, Photo-ehroJ'"~
~ Ji"~,~
Gradients, Mirrors, or Polarized.

--lobbying for the equal rights amendKentucky State PIRG (KYSPIRG) is ment;
another group in the same situation as
NMPIRG ··Kentucky has only one PIRG in
--sponsoring a nuclear waste publication
the state. Other PIRGs including California, and forum;
Iowa, Florida and Maine, pool their efforts
--successfully lobbying for a bill to forbid
for a statewide organization. However,
nonreturnable
cans and bottles;
KYSPIRG differs from NMPIRG in that it is
·-working
with
another group to stop
funded by the check-off system (students add
two dollars to their tuition if they wish to water pollution in the area. '
KYSPIRO has no paid full-time staff.
contribute to PIRG).

DAILY

Want Ads say it
in a. Big WayH

SUNGLASS HD'OTS

To date $16,125.79 has gone for salaries
Last year, KYSPIRG's budget was$2 500and $1,649.86 for work-study students.
·five percent of NMPIRG;s budget.' The
NMPIRG has four full time staff mem- group Tisted its accomplishments as:
bers; one whose salary is about $8,000 a year,
the other three ·with approximate $7,000 --the state's frist medical directory listing
yearly salaries.
standard prices and rating doctors;

New Mexico

J BEDROOM HOUSE, wall·to-wall carpet, close to
UNM, nice neighborhood, S30S. 268·1637.
03/30
APT. FOR RENT. Great 3-b.drm, 2 bath, all the
extras! S39l/mo. 2934183.
03/31
ALL UTILITIES PAID, clean soled 1-bdrm, 3·blks
to UNM, S6l. Call262·17ll, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
03/31

Di
Recorded Message
Phone 296-8568

EMPLOYMENT

ull\ '3 Qu0

ROOMY l·BDRM FURNISHED apt., utilities paid,
Sl8l.OO mo.;JI6 Harvard SE. Call898-12l4.
03/31
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTILITIES paid,
SJ43.00 mo., I 710 Coal Pl. SE. Call898·12l4. 03/31

LOST & FOUND

HAYAY SHALOM

FORSALE

PEUGOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessoi'ies,
JJ Moped, 3222 Central SE, 268-3949.
03/31
TUNE-UPS, $10. Set dwell, timing, plug gap, carb.
Bob 26540l4, 26l-322l.
03/28
_MICHELIN TIRES, all under $5. Expert bicycle
repairs. In shop Use of tools and instruction,available,
Albuquerque Bike Co~op, 106 Girard SE, Room 117.
265-5170.
03/28
1969 VW BUG, Rebuilt engine, sunroof, dependable,
344-8384.
03/28
197l HARLEY-DAVIDSON 250 SPRINT, one
owner. $400/best offer. Ca11294-7671, Ernie. 03/30
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxwell C,9Q blank
cassettes! UD: $3.25. UDXL: $4. Minimum 6,
Firefly, 2l6-149l.
04/17
HANG GLIDER, ELECTRA Flyer, Path Finder,
Excellent Condition, $250.00. 256~1022.
03/31
IN DASH AM-FM, S-track stereo, 266-2878. 03/28
1971 VW. GREAT condition, interior like new. Call
for details, Ma~, 277-2161.
04/03
1976 GREEN DATSUN SEDAN. Lo\V mileage, on:y
$2900. Excellent conditi~j· See Ken, 1908 Silver SE,
Apt. 5, at4:00 pm, M-S.·
03/29

Weavers' Studio, 205 Stanford SE, 265-9100. 03/31
TUTORING IN SPANISH, conversation or reading;
CRIIMiguel, 262-0449.
03/31
TUTORING-GENERAL AND Organic Chemistry,
Math, Calculus. Steve, 2664856.
03/.31
EDITORlAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
26l-1164.
04/10

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907,.
ss

'

5.

Classified Advertising is
located In Marron Hall, Rm~ 105.
Open 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
Rates are: to run-an ad 4 days or
less costs 15 cents a word per
day;. an ad placed 5 days or
more consecutively costs 9
cents a word per day.
.
NOON is the deadline to place
an ad in next day.
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Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!t

Rick Anaya, chairman
ASUNM Senate Finance Com·
mittea, missed throe of nine
senate mf18tings.

R.J. Laine, chairman of
presidential appointments com·
mittfiB, missed three of nina
senate meetings.

Senators Ann Dunphy, Joe
Gorman, Phil Hernandez and John
Kelso have not missed any senate
meetings, according to the record.
Senators missing two meetings are
Rudy Martinez, Marc Seidman and
Pat Toohey. Senators Jack Fortner,
Eric Lucero, David McCrane,
steering committee chairman
Robert Roibal, Mimi Swanson and
Leroy Warin have each missei::l one
meeting.
..
The record does not include the
past two senate meetings. It does
include, however, a meeting called

by president Tom Williams on
March 20 at which Anaya, Laino,
Martinez, Roibal, Seidman,
Toohey and Warin were not
present.
Also on the record are the
number of standing committee
·meetings missed by senators Arv;,o
(3), Dunphy (3), Fortner (2),
Gorman (4), Kelso {1), LeMay (2),
Lucero {1), McCrane (2) and
Toohey (1). Dunphy is President
pro tempore of the senate and is an
ex-officcio member of all three
standing committees.

~

Classified Advertising Rates·
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
~ Tenns Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclose..i $

.. ! - - -

PlaCed by - - - - - - Telephon,e__ _ _ __

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of·New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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By NICKI KARST
LOBO Staff Writer
An African fashion show, a
"Chopsticks Dance," and · an
Opanci folk dance are only a few of
the attractions of the annual
International Festival to be held at
the SUB Ballroom Saturday, April
8.
UNM students from 17 countries
will perform songs and dances in a
program beginning at 7 p.m.
Hector Garcia anlf Derek Swinson
will be featured in a 'special performance.

Wodd''News
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Plunges Caracas. into Darknes$

t-l

Blackout Greets Garter

i~

CARACAS, Venezuela
~ President Carter delighted his
Z "venezuelan hosts Tuesday with two
N' short speeches in impeccable
~ Spanish, then was greeted by a
P.. massive power blackout that
plunged much of this capital into
darkness.

ENGINEERS
Avery construction Company Is looking
for a hard working, Industrious person
who wants to get Involved with a growing,
progressive construction company.
We are looking for a person who wants
to develop a future In Heavy & Hlg~way
construction areas of field superv1slon,
field layout, bidding, estimating, con-'
structlon and other related fields In the
construction Industry In New Mexico and
Colorado.
·
For further (ntormaUon,
contact or wtlle:
Bus Avery
P.O. Box GG

Buena Vista, Co. 81211
or call:

Emergency power generators
were activitated at La Casona, the
presidential palace where Carter
was staying. The president's party
was not inconvenienced.
A spokesman for fhe Caracas
Electric Co. said almost I million of
the city's 2.5 million residents were

without power, but he ruled out Simon Bolivar.
The President said he will speak
sabotage and expected quick
to the leaders of Venezuela,
restoration.
Carter made his brief speeches in Bolivia, Nigeria and Liberia -- the
Spanish at the airport reception stops on his seven-day, 14,000 mile
center and at a wreath-laying trip -- about "peace, justice for
ceremony in the Pantheon at the · individuals and nations, the defense
grave of Venezuelan liberator of human liberty and how to make
sure that the resources of the land
can satisfy the necessities of all the
peoples of the world."

Arabs Request
Chief's ·Parley
CAIRO, Egypt - Arab foreign
ministers called Tuesday for a
meeting of Arab chiefs-of-state and
set up a committee to heal the
breach between Egypt and its

ONTACTLENS
·SPECIAL
$10 Allergan Kit $3.50
Call lor low pricc:!i On huid,
soli, or u~mi·~olt l!!nses ·

"We know that in the modern
world what affects one nation

hardline opponents who opppose
Cairo's bid for peace with Israel.
The 11 ministers and six ambassadors, seeking to "revive Arab
solidarity," called on Sudanese
Presdient Jaafar Numeiry, to head
the conciliation committee.
But there were doubts the
conciliation attempt would work
because the ministerial conference
was boycotted by the five
"rejection" states -- Syria, Libya,

eventually affects aU of us," he said
"That is why the vigor of
democratic institutions here means
so much to us. We know that
whenever the rights of any individual in the world are
diminished, ouf own rights are
endangered."
...
Carter
held
talks
with
Venezuelan President Carlos
Andres Perez, discussing mainly oil
and energy supplies. Perez then
hosted Carter at a state dinner at
the presidential palace.

Included in the Chinese students'
performance will be the traditional
lion dance and "tai-chi" which is a
graceful, slow-moving dance based
on breath control.
Booths from each country will
open at 4 p.m., with an array of
international foods and ·arts anti
craf.ts representative of their
respective countries. The booths
will be decorated in the motif of
each country and prizes will be
awarded for the most original
designs.

Attorney Hopeful
Nixed by Bell

(next dOar to Cas~ Rt:xall Drug}

•
••• b rl.ng th•1s ad ••
. a get a ••
:•
fRI:_£
:• 'Secretary
For a Day'
:• STORE
:
~A~~~~l~~~~~~d
•• Cl'~~ ~OG •••
•
•
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COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES /LETRASET I FORMATT I CHARTPAK
ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING
2510 Central Ave. SE, Albuquerque, NM 87106 I 505-265-3733 ~.

L •••
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The University of New Mexico
Student Publications Board
is accepting applications for
New Mexico Daily Lc;bo
Editor-In-Chief
Applications are available in the Student
Publications Business Office, Marron Hall
room 131. Completed applications must be
returned by 12:00 noon on Friday March 31.
Candidates will be interviewed by the Board
at it's April 4, meeting to be held at 7:00p.m.
in the Student Union Building, room 230.
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LOOKIN'
FOXY. ...
FEELIN'
FANTASTIC
Look great, feel fantastic
In this world famous s<.~ndal.
Exclusive toe crest sculpted
on smooth beechwood base
helps tone legs naturally
as you walk. In exciting
NEW Natural Wheat and
Chocolate with
dark-toned base.

i~~~f
~ 1\~w 1\\e:x.\co .v,

all colors

l

s\\oe. s\\O\) '
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4821 C:mTRAL NE oppo1lto Hiland Shopping

1 Olli"BOl'!ilDIC ·

T/le Annual UNM International Festival.
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BRAKHAGE
FILMS
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Death Decline Noted

Cyrus Vance, are out of town this
ATLANTA - The United States
week or have left the department:
has achieved over the last five years
--Vance is with President Carter the most• dramatic decline in the
national death rute since the
~~r~;!. trip to South America and discovery
of penicillin, a special
--Deputy Secretary of State assistant to President Carter said
Warren Christopher left Monday Tuesday.
on a five-day trip to Europe.
This decline has been almost
--Under Secretary of State for entirely due to a reduction in heart
Political Affairs, Philip Habib, disease, Dr. Peter Bourne told the
resigned recently for reasons of 13th annual meeting of the U.S.
health.

~

There are seven positions open. The
board is composed entirely of
students and is responsible for
directing the staff to participate in
various projects.
To qualify for the board, a

person must be:
A full-time graduate or undergraduate student;
A member of NMPIRG (did not
receive the $2 PIRG refund),
Interested persons should go to
the PIRG office to pick up application forms which will be ready
after 10 today. Applications are due
at 5, Wednesday, April5.

UNION
FILM THEATRE
PRESENTS
GREAT FILMS

I

.

~e~~~i~;n~ithT~:cre~!~roft~~=~~

EXERCISE
SANDALS

Election for PIRG's board of
directors is to be held April 12, the
same time as the ASUNM elections.

THE

I

• California Art Supply, Inc.

. Thirty_ three persons have taken out petitions for ASUNM president,
VIce presid~~t and sen.ate elections which will be held April12.
Tom Wtlhams, Phi! Hernandez, Ann Dunphy and Mimi Swanson have
taken out petitions for president. Petitions for vice president were taken
out by Ricardo X. Zuniga, R.J. Laino, Leonard Garcia Tad Howington
.and Kent Ghahrcmani.
'
Petitions for senate were taken out by'Karen Alarid, Valerie Ervin, Rick
McNamara, Paul Holusha, Tom Fisher, Russel Sommers Suzanne M
Cully, D~niel Gi?son, Jeffrey Keil, Kulby R.S. Puri, Walt 'Locke, Phili~
R. D~ Pnest, Enc Lucero, Mario Ortiz, Stephen A. Meyer, Albert Candelana, Mark Brown, Jack Fortner, Marc Gordon Mike Carter Lori
Dean, Ann Kelly, Eirik Johnson and Bob Primeaux. '
'

7 Posts Open on P!RG Board

All of the work for. the festival is
being done by the international
students at UNM. Admission is
free.

WASHINGTON-- Attom~y General Griffin Bell Tuesday turned down
a candidate for U.S. attorney in Pittsburgh because his law firm paid
(303) 395·2443
Lomas at Washington.
$60 000 to a Democratic congressman supporting the nomination.
"::::::::::;::::::~:;=;;:;;;=;~;::;;;=;;~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;~
Algeria, Iraq and Southern Yemen.
Bell still sensitive to the firing of Philadelphia Republican David
The conference also declared
Marst;n as U.S. attorney there, told George E. Schumacher his selection
. . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , backing
for the Palestine has been too "publicized and politicized" for Schumacher to serve efLiberation organization as the
fectively in Pittsburgh.
"sole legitimate representative" of
Schumacher was the choice of six Democratic Pennsylvania
the Palestinian people and said its congressman and Bell told him in a letter he had an "excellent job" as
capabilities should be strengthened.
defender.
·
.
It approved a Beirut government public
Nevertheless Bell said he will not recommend Schumacher to President
request for a six-month extension
'
' for U.S. Attorney Blair Griffith, a Repubhcan
Carter as a replacement
of the mandate of the Arab peace- holdover.
keeping force in Lebanon, which
Schumacher's candidacy was the subject of local controversy because of
•
•
expires April27.
payments totaling $60,000 his law firm once made to Rep. Joseph M.
Gaydos, D-Pa., which were said to be legitimate legal fees.
Opponents of Schumacher have charged the payments to Gaydos, one of
the House members promoting hirn for the job, might place a cloud over
Schumacher's role as a politically independent prosecutor.
"Unfortunately for you, for me and the public," Bell wrote
Schumacher, "the selection process in Pittsburgh has been politicized and
publicized to the extent of making it difficult for you and perhaps any local
lawyer to enter upon the assignment with full confidence in the community.
Cooper had the rare opportunity
"! have, therefore, decided against recommending your nomination to
Tuesday of being in charge of the the President " Bell said. "I am inclined at this point to find someone
State Department. But he will only
from outside the western district to become U.S. attorney in Pittsburgh."
have that pleasure until this
•
•
weekend.
•
•
Cooper, Undersecretary of State
•
for
Economic Affairs, is the fourth•
ranking official of the State

Casey Optical Co.

Culture Variety
Festival Theme

ASUNM Hopefuls
Take Out Petitions

~~~~nn

every
Wednesday, Thursday Friday, and Saturday

Public Health Service Professional
Association, attended by an
estimated 500 members .
He said infectious diseases no
longer pose a major threat as a
cause of death. He said that instead, leading causes of death and
illness are those "relating to life
styles-lack of exercise, automobile
accidents and the excessive use of
alcohol and drugs, not to mention
suicide."
Apart from a national health
insuJ'ilnce program, Bourne said the
most fundamental contribution the
government can make at the present
time t¢lward improving American's
healtb IS to lead a shift away from
"tra.ditional preoccupation with
cris'ls health care toward a new
emphasis on prevention and on
education of the public as the long
range key to better health."

If·

April
1•Zorba the Greek
&•The Bank Dick-W.C .. Fields
&•Films by Gary Doberman
7•The Caine Mutiny-Bogart
12•The Weir Falcon Trilogy
by Stan Brakhage
tS· Films by Landow, Nelson,
and Bartlett
t4•Tramp, Tramp, Tramp
The Fatal Glass of Beer

New Mexico
DAILYLOR0
Vol. 82

No. 120
~'

''

March
Stan Brakhage in person

1

I

The New Mcx{co Dally !..abo is published
Monday through Friday every regular ,veck of
the University year ond weekly during the sum·
mer t;cs.don hy the noard of Student
Publlcations o£ the University of New Mexico,
and Is not financially nssocialccl with UNM.
Seco1~d cla~spostngc paid at Albuquerque, Ntw
Mexico 87131. SufJ.~crlpUon rate is $10.00 for
the aeadem ic year.

for

The oplnlom cxprc.sscd on the cdltc>rinl pnp;cs
of the Daily Lobo nrctho~eof the author solely.

information call

Students $ 1 .. 00

V~t~ip;ncd oplnltlli is that of the editorial bourd

of Tfu~ Dally Lobo. Notl!lng prit1tcd in the
Dally !~obo necessarily rcprcschlS the Vh•ws of
the Unlvers!lY of New Mexico.
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1 S·The General-Buster Keaton
1 9•0pen Ni_ght - Films by
Local filmmakers
20•0ctober or Ten Days that
Shook the World-Eisenstein
21•Animation Night
22•She Done Him Wrong
The Dentist-W.C. Fields
2&•Biood of a Poet -Cocteau
27·Broken Blossoms-Griffith
28·Destiny- Fritz Lang
29·College - Buster Keaton

277-5243
General $1.50
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Fulbright Forms Available
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Applications for more than 500
scholar ships provided by the
Fullbright-Bayes Act will be
available May I for the 1979-80
school year, the Institute of
International Education announced.
The grants are for graduate study
or research abroad in academic
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'Editorial

Hol.ier Than Who

~

It was the Fourth of July in Marph as the ASUNM Senate began its
z budget hearings Monday.
·
..,;
the
days'
events
was
Cultural
Committee
Chairman
Highlighting
.,
Dave Epstein telling the senate it could take its money and "shove it."
p.. We wouldn't nominate Epstein for Most Tactful Person of the year, but
we can understand his frustration in dealing with the senate which
tends to don official robes at this time of year. We wouldn't be the first
to remark that the senate thinks itself divine whenever it starts playing
puppeteer with the organizations' budgets.
WE FOUND SOME SENATORS' REACTIONSto Epstein's remarks
rather intersting. There were shouts of "How dare they threaten us:·
and "I don't like that remark you made about telling us to shove our
money." Sen. Stephanie LeMay was one of the few who kept her cool
saying that Epstein's remark wasn't endearing him to any of the locals.
· We find this "holier-than-thou" attitude from some senators to be
particularly juvenile. Who do they think they are anyway? Sacred cows?
Part of the job as an elected official is to take some heat once in
awhile and the rest of the organizations are in deep trouble if the senate
is going to continue to act so thin-skinned and pompous.
WHEN DEALING WITH SUCH A VOLATILE ISSUE as money, 'we
think the senate would be wise to realize that they are not the gods of
Mount Olympus.
We hear a lot of talk about "cooperation" from the senate, and this
pompou£: attitude is far short of cooperative.

s:::
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Applicants are required to have a ~bachelor's degree. Four years of ()0
professional study or equivalent 0
experience is needed for applicants r::.
in the creative and performing arts . -<
t""
Application deadline is Sept. 30.
0
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fields and for professional training ~
in the creative and performing arts. :!i
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J?hn Craig, a photographer formerly with Franconia College, will give
an Illustrated lecture on the history of photogravure and his own ideas at
8:15p.m. Thursday, March 30 in the Fine Arts Center, Room 2018.

by Christians on Campus

(,

-

G~NG '"&Q

Letters·

I

Don Hardy
Randy Bass
344-5653

LOBO editorial phone 277·5656
LOBO Editorial Stafl

Edltor·ln-chlef: Tim Gallagher
Manoging Editor: Raboknh Srfman.ski
News EditOr: D.M. Flynn

Photo Editor: Wendell T. Hunt
Sporls Editor: Peter Madrid
Arts Editor: George Gesner
Copy Editors: Debbi Levy,Anna Poole
Ad Manager: Frank Salazar
EDITORIAts: Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the LOBO editorial
board. All other columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author and do
not nncessarlly relloct the view of the editorial board.
LETTERS: Letters to the editor must be typed and signed by the author with the author's
signature, address and telephone number. Letter to the editor should be no fonger than 300
words. Only the name of the author will be printed and names will not be withheld. All letters
that discuss Issues will be printed,
OPINIONS: Opinions must be typed and signed with the author;s name, signature; ad•
dress and telephont~ number. Opinions should be no longer than 500 words. Only the name
of the author will be printed and names will not be withheld,
All submissions become the ·property of the New Mexico Dally LOBO ahd will be edited
only for length or possibly libelous content. If changes are made, the author will be con·
I acted.

Now Available:
Baskets From Mexico
On Sale: False Aralias
Asparagus & Bird's Nest Ferns

The Latin American Center will give a slide show on Ecuador with inrormation on UNM's Andean Study Center in Quito, Ecuador today at 4
m Ortega 153.

DOONESBURY
MAY I H//V/3 YOUR. A77CNTION,

O&LAY IN TA!<IN6 Off, Bf)T 7H!3
8A1J P/&47Ha<. CAUSEO 711&
C/?EW 70 8& A LITTLE

Apalling Letter

/-===?"J

Lt. James Snyder, a nuclear officer, will speak on chemical engineering
and the nuclear Navy today at 2 in Farris Engineering Center, Room 303.

Gradnate students: Free coffee and doughnuts are in the GSA lounge in
SUB Room 209 from 10-noon.
Editor:
I found it appalling that an ex·ASUNM Senator, George Coston,
would support the disenfranchisement of a sector of the student
population at UNM. Mr. Costen argued that a part-time student fee
would be a hardship to part-time students. The situation at present,
gives the part-time student two choices, pay a fulltime activity fee or
pay no activity fee whatsoever. Without the payment of an activity fee
a student cannot vote in any ASUNM election.
Technically, a part-time student should also not read the LOBO,
because it is paid by activity fees, as is PEC, Fiesta, Speakers Committee and a miriad of other functions.
Perhaps Mr. Coston should rethink his argument.

The UNM Mountain Club will have a general meeting tonight at 7:30 in
S'!B Room 231 D and E. Nominations for officers for the 1978-79 year
Will be held as well as plans for mountain trips and rock climbing clinics. .

teAV&
THeM

Y&AH, /IJ/3
GOTWADl!/J/3.5/

NORML is looking for people to testify before the Public Service
Commission abou_t the hardships of paying gas bills, in hopes of preventing
the proposed rate mcrease. Contact t!Jem at their office.

8!3HIND! '&M ;;JJMffYJ:

NMPIRG is accepting applications for students to serve on the board of
directors. Elections will be held April 12 at the same time as ASUNM
elections. Applications can be picked up at the PIRG office after 10 a.m.
Deadline is 5 p.m. Wednesday, AprilS.

Anna McCleery

SPURS,· the sophomore honorary, is currently selecting next years
membership. Prospective members are invited to a meeting April6 at 7:30
p.m. in the SUB Room 230. Freshmen with a GPA of 3.0 or better, who
have not yet received an application may pick one up in the Dean of
Student's office.

ASUNM's Time
Editor:
At a time when the student government should be seeking increased
funding and a greater role for students in the running of their highest
educational institution-At a time when the student government should be standing for the
rights of New Mexico students against the growing presence of the
administration's "Harvard of the Southwest" movement-At a time when the student population itself seeks more social and
community involvement-Our illustrious and duely elected, but adolescent, student govern·
ment shrinks like a dying coakroach in the Southwestern sun.

A debate on the Bakke discrimination case will be held in SUB Room
250 Thursday,_March 30 at 7 p.m ..
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DO YOU HAVE ZITS?
~The University of New Mexico Division "'

SNOUWN'T

WE5!1Vt=
HfMroR
7URB!f-

/.ENC£'?

of De!'matology and Student Health •p
Center needs volunt~ers with acne to
1 ~help .determine the effectiveness of a 1
new medication for treatmeut of this
condition. Patients must be available
•.-for examination on Saturday mornings 4
between March .25 and June 17, and
should not be taking oral antibiotics o;t birth control pills during 'the month '~
before the study begins. Volunteers will
be paid for their participation.
4

I

(with coupons)

Use these coupons and prove that two can eat cheaper than one

-----------------PATTY I
BIG
MELT

COMBO I

by Garry Trudeau

- -

-

-

-

-
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COMBO

.I

Salad & Fries
A$4.90Value
~
.
~r i.!!
Present th1s coupon a! any of the
participaling B1g Boy Family Resrauranls
m your area and rece1ve 2 Patly
Melt Combos fGr only $2.99.

2
•.
$ 2 99
1
!

A$3.60Value

Pmsenl this coupon at any of !he
parlicipahng B1g Boy Fam1:y Reslauranls
.,
m your area and rec~1ve 2 B1g Boy
lCombos for only $2 99.

~

2 for
$ 2 99

-----------------SWISS I
ffet good thru April 20.1978 One coupon perv•s•t

z

BOY
I
COMBO I

A $4.90 Value
Present thiS coupon at any ollhe

pa1tic1pating B1g BovFam11y Restaurants
m your ~rea and rece1ve 2 SWISS Boy
Combos for $2 99

2 for
$. 2 99
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1

1

Present this coupon at any of the

participating Big Boy Family

Restaurants In your area and
receive 2 Breakfast specials for

3 Pancakes,
1 Egg, Bacon
or Sausage,
A $4.40 Value

2
for
$2 99
·

only $2.99.

-----------------good thru APri120 1978_ One coupon per VISit

~

Offer good thru Aprll20 1978

On1.·

t:oupon pet

v1~11

BIC BOY FAMILY RESTAURAN IS

-.. .

~

... The Place T'hat Serves You Right!

0

z

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

1

Salad & Fries

For further information, contact Rita Macinnis (277·4757) or
• ~ Sharon Noble (277·3136).
.
1

Sharon Irish

BOY

I

,..._,,.B;;"~

I

Editor:
In the Tuesday, March 21 edition of the LOBO, Tom Williams was
quoted as saying that "someday PIRG is going to have to get funding
from somewhere else." This stc>tement would embarrass and shame me
were I a part of nn ndminiotratinn that would rescind funds from PIRG,
making that "someday" this semester. In a state where so few funds
are available for any endeavor, muah less a group that consistently
works for the underdogs, ASUNM needs to have a sound reason for
shoving PIRG out in the cold, flat broke, to fend for itself. The underdogs, after all, can't support it financially.
Students can get the $2 back; it seems that the real issue is whether
PIRG performs useful functions for students and the community of
which they are a part. Then, once that is established, if the funding
conflicts with the Constitution, change the Constitution!

BIOBOY'S
All Time Favorites
Now on sale
2for·s2.99

good Um.! Aprll20.1978. One coupon perv1s11

Utica Mack

Pi RG for Underdog

2268-C Wyoming N.E. I 4501 4th N.W. (505) 294-3072
10~ D!s-:-otJt'ltTo UNM StudE'lnts With ID

A discussion on Eurocommunism, specifically the French and Italian
Communist parties, will be held today at 4 p.m. in Ortega Hall Library,
Room 335.

..

I am from Los Angeles-- Smogville, U.S.A. I have been visiting your
beautiful campus (love breathing that fresh air!). In L.A. I spend most
of my time every day with college students at U.S.C. (By the way, I
think the format of your LOBO is better than U.S.C.'s paper.) What do I
do with students?! interview them. I try to introduce them personally to
the most wonderful and controversial living Person I have met. Now I
have been on your campus, introducing Him to some of you. I did not
come here with "wings" as a hell-fire preacher to publicly harangue you
enrnass out on the grass. No, I quietly, personally interviewed you. I
asked you if you know about Jesus Christ, if you have ever met Him. I
did not force Him on any of you. He is far too wonderful for that!
Let me tell you about two of you that I met. One student named Les
said: "I am not religious. I am not interested in religion; and I don't plan
to be religious in the future.'' I say, "Man, that's just great!" No kidding! Did you know Jesus hates religion? He condemned it. It was the
religious leaders who had Him put to death; religious leaders sealed His
tomb with a huge boulder, posting 2 guards there day and night so
"that imposter would not rise from the dead as He said He would .. .''
But, Les they could not keep the God-man down. He arose frqm the
dead and appeared to more than 500 people. Jesus is present on the
earth right now in the form of the life giving spirit of God!
Les, you're right: It's not a matter of religious beliefs, but confrontation with the living God who has come to man to meet the
world's needs! But, He's given each of us a free will. He does not force
Himself upon any of us. We must choose. However, because He is
God, He is completely honest with us. To the religious leaders Jesus
said, "except you believe that I am He, you shall die in your sins.'' To
the intellectual He says, " ... 1am the truth . .'' To the hungry, unsatisfied
He says, "I am the life ... life abundant."
I agree with you, stay far away from religion. To me, it is mostly dead
teachings, rituals, forms and a money making racket. But, you sure
need to meet the living Jesus! Religion leaves you empty inside; but
Jesus is abundant, overflowing eternal life. He is real and available. We
told you last Wednesday in the LOBO that He is the real peace ... He
came to bring peace between man and God, between man and man.
But each man has to personally receive Him. He is the contemporary
solution. I dare you to ask Jesus to give you a drink of Himself as living
water, Les! He will satisfy your deep inner thirst. Just yesterday, one
senior engineering student who opened to Him a month ago said, "yes,
He's in me. He's real. He has made me peaceful and restful ... a better
student, a better worker.'' Forget religious forms, Les, and take a drink
of life-giving water.

Wyoming Mall
& Our New Greenery
4501 4th St. N.W.

Agora is sponsoring a talk by· UNM psychologist Dr. Sam Roll on the
.
dangers of psychotherapy tonight at 7:.30 in Biology 139.

PaJPl&? !Ait'!<E SORRY FOR. THe

Drink The Water

NOW TWO LOCATIONS

GSA· elect,i_on absentee voting may be done Thursday, March 130,
Monday, Apnl 3 and Tuesday April4 in the GSA office from 9-2 p.m.

5115
6600
1528
2100
6621

Central Avenue, N.E.
Menu~l, N.E.
•
Eubank Blvd., N.E.
Menaul Blvd., N.E.
4th Street N.W .
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Cowboys
Don't
SCore
In ·the
Dirt
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Arts And Science Students Can Find

Employment!
Attend
Career Exploration Fair

Top: Bob Primeaux fights to
stay on the saddle bronc for the
eight seconds necessaty for a
successful ride. Leh: Charles
Wenzel and son John team up
for roping event. Below: John
Wenzel breaks out of the gate
riding bareback at Bosque Farms rodeo.

For
Students Taking Arts And Science Courses
SUB BALLROOM
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29, 1978
9:00-12:00 NOON & f:00-3:30

Rodeo Association (NIRA),
Primeaux said the southwestern
district is "one of the toughest" of
the 10 NIRA regions.
. "UNM will compete against
teams including Eastern New
Mexico University, New Mexico
1unior College, New Mexcico State
and Hardin-Simmons University in
Abilene, Texas," he said.
Team members will compete in
five events: saddle bronc, bareback
riding, bull riding, steer wrestling
and team roping.
A women's team to compete in
goat tying·, breakaway roping and
barrel racing has not been formed
yet.
Primeaux said college rodeo
depends on financial help from
both the Univeristy and the
surrounding community. Besides
equipment costs' and stock rental I
there are individual entry fees in
every event, he said.
"College cowboys are the only
athletes who hi!VC to pi!y in•
dividually to compete in their

By J.B. SKENANDORE
LOBQ Stl\ff Writer
The steel gate swings open and a
saddle bronc spins out of the chute,
crow-hopping and bucking across
the soft dirt of the arena, trying to
dump the cowboy who bounces on
his back, one hand waving free.
If the cowboy can stay on for
eight seconds while spurring the
horse without touching it with his
free ·hand, a buzzer will sound,
signalling a successful ride. Two
judges will then assign a score.
Or, on the other hand, he might
end the ride lying on the arena floor
with a mouthful of dirt and no
score .
The event is saddle bronc riding
and the sport is rodeo, which is
-· "America's number one sport", if
you believe all the bumper stickers
on pickups around town.
Rodeo has been a part of campus
life at UNM since the i 940's, back
when the.UNM Boots and Saddles
Club won the West Texas State
(college) Spring Rodeo in 1948.
ln the 1950s and 1960s, the
Rodeo Club-sponsored Fiesta
brought such performers as
Webb Pierce, Hank Thompson
and Lefty Frizzell to UNM. In
those days, Fiesta activities centered around a student rodeo at the
state fairgrounqs and performances
by country-western music stars .
In the 1970's, with rodeo
emerging as a naional sport and
with events held everywhere from
Madison Square Garden to the Cow
Palace, the UNM rodeo club is
gaining members and will be
sending a five-man team to
collegiate compeition.
UNM Rodeo Club president Bob
Primeaux sais the team will
compet-e in the southwestern region
of the National Intercollegiate

sport," he said.
Primeaux said UNM support
could make the team a success
by enabling it to generate its own
revenue and helping it to attract
good cowboys.
"Many New Mexico cowboys go
to school at Eastern New Mexico or
State, but with the quality of riders
in the state and the quality of
education at UNM, we could have a
national championship team here in
three years if we received support.
Last year there were three high
school state champions from
Albuquerque who went to State or
Eastern because those schools have
estasblished rodeo clubs," he said.
Primeaux described how the club
could become self supporting. "If
we could bet $2,000 to hire some
professional stock and rent an
arena, we could bring in the· 19
other colleges in our region. The
proceeds from concessions and
their team and individual entry fees
could finance the rodeo club for the
next two years."

Spring Clearance Sale!
Everything Must Go!!

~

Tobacco Pipes up to 50% off
Imported Cigarettes up to 25% off
Custom blended tobaccos up to 25% off
Paraphenalia up to 50% off
Celestial Seasoning Teas 20% off
Rainbows 20% off

Pipe & Tobacco Road l07B Cornell SE
M-F 8:30 to 6 Sat 10 to 5 across from UNM

BEAr THIE IHIERT

p.m.

SOME EMPLOYERS ATTENDING:

DECKER
:.!. ........·....... '., .. .
'

• Civil Service Commission

....

• H.E.W.
•
•
•
•
•

N.M. State Personnel
U.S. Census Bureau
I.B.M.
The Broadway
Civilian Personnel Office - Kirkland A.F.B.

OUTRAGEOUS

GENERAL STORE

PURPOSE OF FAIR:

I

5.99

To Explore Employment Opportunities
To Talk With The Typical Liberal Arts Employers

111 Harvard S.E. 8117 Menaul N.E.
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Cheese mob_y Lobo
Fries

large Coke
~lA.O

Lower Level

Today's Special

One Ch:He H. elle:nto
()nc Ch]cken J7liauta
!~ice or Beans
~1.4fi

Upper Level
i
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Crystnl Doesn't Shine
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Honky Tonk

·KLYT Gets New Transmitter

For the first one and a half years
~ of its existence, KLYT (K-light) u FM 88 in Albuquerque· has ·been
~ frustrated by its small coverage
area. Due to the location of its
~ transmitter, KL YT's Contemporary Christian format was
~ available to only a small minority
~ of
Albuquerque's
300,000
o... population. This is about to

Experimental
Psychodrama Workshop
with

EVA BRANHAM- APRIL 14-16
SAN CRISTOBAL N.M.
reservations 266-7090

change.
On May 1st, a brand-new
transmitter will begin beaming
"The Lyght" to all of Central New
Mexico from atop 10,000 foot
Sandia Croot. More than $40,000
was raised from throughout the
community for the new equipment,
according to KL YT's new general
manager, Victor Emert.
. "Our format is desigp.ed
primarily ~or the young,;.V-<;aid
Emert. "Contemporary, exciting
spiritual
music is
a
new
phenomenon and we're among a
very few stations in the country
who are pioneering in this

J.

AGORA and the Psychology Dept.
of UNM present:

Dr. Sam Roll
on
"The Dangers of Psychotherapy
(Still Crazy after all These Years)"
Wednesday, March 29
7:30 pm to 8:30 pm
Biology 139

'

This Friday Night

BDWIY
1!1!181
In The Student l nion
1

lluildiug llasement

sound.'~

This 'hip' sound includes such
world-acclaimed recording artists
as B.J. Thomas, who won a
Gramrny recently for his gospel
album, Back Home Where I
Belong, and Debbie ("You Light
Up My Life") Boone. There's
Christian folk music from the likes
of Paul Stooky (Peter, Paul and
Mary) and even Christian rock by
Barry McGuire, who became a hard
rock star in the '60's with "Eve of
Destruction." t ·
Emery, who joined KL YT in
January after serving the past five
and a half years as Director of
D.A.R.E., a local Christian drug
rehabilitation program, thinks that
the "Lyght Sound" will appeal
most to the 18 to 35 age group, but
also the older listener who "likes a
beat to his music."
"We'.re going to play lots of
music, absolutely no sermons and a
variety of short, relevant programs
designed to help people find
practical answers to life's hangups," Emert continued. "We're
not trying to be 'religious', we just
want to provide young people with
upbeat, exciting entertainment that
will also meet their spiritual
needs."
KLYT, located at 88.3 on the FM
dial, is owned by the non-profit
Christian Broadcasting Academy in
Albuquerque. C.B.A. was founded
four years ago to train young
people in all phases of broadcasting, including FCC licensing,
announcing, production and
writing. Courses in production are
be,ing planned for the summer.

Adtnission )•rices
Students Sl.OO each
~~~ (With J.D., )•Jus One (iucst) r::=~

l:J

Btldgewnter At Home
Allee Wo.lker

Walker Guest Speaker
Literary artist Alice Walker will lecture and read from her works at the
International Center today.
·
She will deliver her lecture, "Women Alive," at the International Center
at 3 p.m. Her reading will take place at 8 p.m. in the South Ballroom of the
Student Union Building.
W~lker~ who is t_he fiction editor of "Ms." magazine, explores the
relatiOnShips between personal injustice and social injustice in her novel

The Third Life of Grange Copeland.

'

Tonight's film. will be Leotine
Sagan's Maedchen in Uniform.
This 193 I German classic, directed
by one of Germany's two major
women directors, was banned from

'1iii!i~~iiiiiiiiiiiijjjjiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i!i~!ii"~~~ii!!!!!i~!!!'ii

SUB Film

HllltPD IT l::tt P.II.

By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Joe ·Ely's Hanky Tonk
Masquerade is very interesting.
Although Ely hasn't quite found his
feet~ in the recording studio, this
album offers some nice honky tonk
and rock and roll. In fact. it is

"I was curious to know why people and families (specifically black
families) are often cruel to each other and how much of this curelty is
ca~se?, by <;>utside .force~, such as segregation and unemployment," she
sard. Famrly relatiOnShips are sacred, but a racist society constantly acts
to destroy the black individual, the black family unit, the black child."
Walkc;r has also ~ritten two volum!ls of poem~. Once (196~}..1\lld
Revolutionary Petumas and Other Poems (1973). Her most recent novel is
Meridian (1976). Her well-known essay, In Search of Our Mothers'
Gardens, asks what it meant for "a black woman to be an artist in our
grandmothers' time."
. A graduate of Sarah Lawren~e College, Walker teaches writing and
hterat~re at Wellesley College m Massachusetts. She is presently on
sabbatical under a Guggenheim followship to continue research on black
woman writers from 1746 to the present.
•
After the evening reading, the New Mexico Women's Political Caucus
will hold a reception for Walker at the home of Victoria Prinz 410 Solano
SE. The public is invited.
'
Walker's appearance at UNM is sponsored by the Women Studies
department, Delta Sigma Theta, the Committee on Special Lecturers The
Women's Center, the YWCA and the ASUNM Speakers Committee. '
The afternoon lecture is free to the public. Tickets for the evening recital
cost $1.50 for the general public, while students will be admitted free of
charge. Tickets are available at the Popejoy Hall box office and all
Ticketmaster outlet~.

The MOM film is the continuing
story of the studio's 1944 screen hit,
National Velvet, which brought
stardom to Elizabeth Taylor.

entr!DI'n

Honky Tonk Masquerade/Joe
Ely/MCA Records MCA-2333

DeeDee ~rldgewo.ter: Just fo.mlly.

~~~e~·~~s~o~il':ns~~r~ht~~:a~u~~att~~ 1

press. The film deals with an instructor in a Prussian girl's school
who gives one withdrawn girl
special attention and is accused of
being a lesbian.

s
POBTS
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Speedo

• Aquatic accessories
Swim Goggles
Swim Caps
Carry Bags

Wednesday. march 29

lngmar Bergman's
The Seventh Seal
""""""''"'"'-':.J.:i

Just
Family/Dee
Dee like Nancy Wilson (Dee Dee's idol)
and Joni Mitchell-but for Just
Bridgewater /Eiectra/6E-119
Family
she is also as pop oriented as
By BRIAN MATTHEWS
Dee Dee Bridgewater is an Natalie Cole or Aretha Franklin.
extraordinary talent. After doing Bridgewater has one hell of a voice.
For the most part, Just Family is the usual divisions in country
stints with some of contemporary
a
mellow album, but there are music. On "Cornbread Moon," he
jazz most outstanding musicians-that includes, Stanley Clarke, moments where Me. Bridgewater throws a swing beat in on the
Norman Connors and Roy Ayers to leans back and wails, as in the title chorus while keeping a cross
name a few, and after receiving a cut, which is as "funky" danceable between honky tonk and all out
"Tony award" for best supporting cut. Even though the album is "pop rock and roll going during the
actress in the Broadway musical orientated" look for it in the jaxx verses. All this is a trace awkard,
warrants
the but in light of his daring attempt,
The Wiz Ms. Bridgewater has section-it
classification.
decided to put her energies into her
the clumsiness is perfectly
. Best Cuts: "Night Moves"
own album.
forgivable. I hope we hear more
This is Dee Dee Bridgewater's (written by Michael Granks),
from Joe Ely. This album is a nice,
first album for Electra/ Asylum's "Children Are the Future of the solid base to grow from, to build
new fusion/jazz division, buy her World" and "Just Family".
on.
second solo Lp. Her first album
was on Atlantic Records, simply
entitled Dee Dee Bridgewater and
while there was some trouble
getting into her first album, Just
Family jumps out and grabs you.
The Performing Arts Collectiv( · PAC's studio complex at 7216
The album is produced by bassist Spring Workshops, beginning April Fourth Street, NE.
Stanley Clarke and features out- 3, will offer two new additions to its
For registration information call
standing musicianship from Ms. schedule of classes: "Intermediate
the Performing Arts Collective
Bridgewater's suporting cast. Acting," taught by Ellery Edwards
during business hours at 898-7310.
There's Harvey Mason, Chick places emphasis upon application
Corea, George Duke, Alphonso of skills to specific scene work;
Johnson,· Airto, David T. Walker, Deborah Blanche's "Theatre for
Ronnie Foster and more. The and with Young People" will inamazing thing is that along with clude simple aspects of technical
Clarke's production, and the theater (open scenery and props)
obvious complexities of a band of and the use of maxi-puppets, along
this nature-the album works.
with beginning acting technique,
Dee Dee Bridgewater's voice is a . movement and speech.
synthesis of the best voices today.
Classes in "Mime: Technique
She can scream with the intensity of and Composition" and "FunChada Kahn, she mellows out much damental Acting Techniques" will
continue through the spring term at

PEACE CORPS

277-5907

plus special guest star

FRIDAY!

"Where do you buy
maternity jockey shorts?"

A'ITENTION SOPHOMORES!

AN avy Or Marine
Corps Commission
in Just Two Years!

Trace!. adt;entw·e & career opporiullities

In the SUB
East of
Tio Vivo

<Ill d

St•n ior n•ars
' FreP 1\;t,·al SciL·ncP Textbooks and l'nifonm
' Colo 1\cwporl, Hhode blandnexhumnH't' lor ~ix
\\'l'l'b t raininf.( (l'~Jlt'llot·~ pltto ~alary paid by the
:\an·)
For cie! aib piP asP slop al the Nantl Scit'lll'l' Building
onlhe UNM campus

Al'PLlCATlO!'\ DEADLINE April 7, 1978

720 Yale NE

277-37 44 or 277-37 45

Indian

~ewelry

OLDTOWN

ReSEJWd Seats $7.00 &$6.00
Avolloble at all Ticketrnaster LoalUons:
IJNM SUB and Popejoy Hall Box Offlcees

-SIM4-

H('ct ·i' t' $100:nm nth l a:-. In•t• d uri 1H! Jnn i or

Makers of Hand Made

Saturday, April I, 8:00p.m.
.lohn•on Gymna•h11m

was $24.95 now 19.95

Balls

Sto.n Bro.kho.ge in person

Ely's songs are also quite good;
he is no Hank Williams yet, but he
is working on it. There is also an
unpredictable quality here which
will probably not bring him big
bucks, but which does allow for
some fascinating at breaking down

~

-<

Join the

Shoe Special
Blue and White
l'acquetball/
handball
shoe

Thurs. & Fri.

probably because this album is not
lavishly produced that it is so attractive. This is straight foward
hard country, direct and innocent
in the best sense. There is no obvious market for which this album
is aimed, a nice relief from the
country slots of outlaw, Nashville
or crossover.

tJ

The recently released album by Crystal Gayle, I've Cried the Blues Right
Out of My Eyes, is a vault item which has been dragged out, apparently, to
take advantage of Gayle's continuing success. Devout fans will surely find
this of at least marginal interest, but the album is at most a display of
Gayle's early, somewhat awkward, struggles as a singer. This is nowwhere
near as good as the material which finally brought success to Gayle.
On this album, Grystal Gayle sounds remarkable like her sister Loretta
Lynn, though without Loretta's personality. This is country music aimed
at a strict commercial market, including such sap as "Mrs. Degree," where
the singer praises traditional female roles.
Crystal Gayle's success came when she abandoned this attitude and
began to present women in a much more contemporary light: "I'll Get
Over You.'' I'd guess that if Gayle had continued with the type of material
on I've Cried the Blues Right Out of My Eyes, success would have
remained at a distance. This album isn't bad; it's merely irreleva.nt, and it
can't touch anything Crystal Gayle has done since.

Porw Jogging

Tred 2-Z
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By ROBERT SPIEGEL

Spring Workshops On

•
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Rock 'n' Roll

Christian

Velvet.

One Of The Albuqnerque Clnb
Seene's Most Versatile
DaneeBauds

At The Union (sub) Theatre

'hip'

Tatum O'Neal has been voted
Actress of the Year by readers of
Japan's
top-circulation
fan
magazine, Screen. The award
follows an unprecedented media
interest in the 14-year-old actress
• and her new film International

In The

I•nblic S2.00 each

progressive,

[

I'VE CRIED 1HE BWEs RrmrrOUToF MY EYES
CRYSTALGAYIE
MCA RECORDS MCA-,,,,

SHOWTIMES
WEEKDAYS :00? 9:45
Sat & Sun 1:00 2:45 4:30 6:15 8:00 9:00
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Gone, But ~ot
By ED JOHNSON
March II, 1978, it was the year of
LOBO SpQrts Writer
the Lobo ..
Nobody knew it at the time, but
The Lobos opened their run-andwhen the Lobo basketball team . gun, daze-and-amaze show with a
steppeq onto the court March II in 48-point win over the Cuban
Tempe Ariz., it was the last time National team. Then it was a 50several of them would play college point drubbing of Idaho, but they
basketball,
were not quite finished with their
Nobody had any way of knowing introduction of Lobo basketball as
that on this Saturday afternoo.n they whipped N.M. Highlands by
Marvin "!'tutomatic" Johnson 52.
would be floating the basketball · Things went· well in Lobo Land
through the hoop for his last time until the S_yracuse Orangemen
as a Lobo.
··
·
brought their orange balls to UNM
Nobody knew that the Pit could at the invitation of the Lobos. The
never again rise in unison to the' result was a five-point loss for the
chants of "Coop, Coop" following men in turquoise.
a Michael Cooper super-play.
That was their first loss of the
And so it ended.
season and they found losing to
But people have not run out and taste very bad. So bad in fact, that
lowered their Lobo pennants to they did not lose another game until
helf-mast and they are not dashing February.
out to their cars and ripping their
Then, of course, there was the
• "Make It Happen" stickers off.
winning of the Western Athletic
In fact, due to popular demend, Conference championship.
Lobo basketball will return next
It will be a long time before any·
year, even without several of its Lobo fan forgets the blazing
automatic shot of Johnson the
stars of this year.
But between Nov. 18, 1977 and night he burned the cords for 50
points.
The driving, winding, sliding and
punching lay· ups of none other
than Willie Howard, were always
good to bring Lobo maniacs to

~

II

• •

their feet.
The self-proclaimed Chairman of
the Boards, Wil Smiley, was
another crowd pleaser with his
erasure of shots with one mighty
swing of his arm.
In the midst of all these
dominating performances, the quiet
Jimmy Allen was doing his job,
with a silent flair giving it his best
shot.

•

The 1977-78 edition of the New Mexico basketball team

Anolther quiet man manager
Mark Villareal, gave it has best shot
as for four years he was in service
of the men who are very well known
in Lobo basketball.

,''"'

!

"We want Shanks," was a wellknown chant in the Pit, as the fans
called for Jerome Shanks, a senior
whose unfortunate health problems
prevented him from becoming a
more vital key for the Lobos.
These seniors, along with the
"Iceman" Phil Abney, the little
giant, Russel Saunders, the efense
master Mark Felix, Mike Stewart,
Lee Prolow, Jim Williams and Greg
Polinsky ket Lobo fans dream.

1I

'
The tast of victory was sweet

After competing in the grueling UNM Tourquoise Tourney, the New
Mexico baseball team resumes play tonight at 7 at the Albuquerque Sports
Stadium as the Lobos host the University of Nebraska at Omaha
Mavericks.
,
..
·
' ~ . The Lobos of coach Vince eaj:lpelli finished in second place at the
tourney with 3-2 overall mark. The Wyoming Cowboys captured the event
with a 4-1 record.
So far this season, the Lobos have been led by the hitting of Walt Arnold
and Aaron Cain and the pitching of Mat Mahaffey, John Cherney, Bruce
Barber and Rob Hoover.

"I
Head Coach
berger

Norm

Ellen-

/cont. from pags 10}

Lobos fans were able to dream of
St. Louis and champagne and of
being Number One.
Fullerton State could not· take
those dreams of previous days
away. Fullerton State certainly
could not take away the cheers that
filled the Pit on so many occassions. And Fullerton State could
not take away the WAC championship.

Programmers/Systems Analysts/
Project Leaders
You will be working in a constantly expanding program,
developing s·ystems in support of TI's Management &
Technology Center for Consumer Products. Involves user
interface, detail design, and implementation of data base
systems to support production and planning and control,
materials management, shop floor control, cost accounting,
financial planning, general accounting, order entry/billing,
and shipping.

If unable to apply at this time, send your resume in

confidence to: Dennis Conner, P.O. Box 10508, M.S. 5806,
Lubbock, TX '79408. Or call collect (806) 747-3737, ext. 3200.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

The Lobo fans are a better bunch
because of what their basketball
wonders gave them.

And as for those wonders of the
court, they ought to take their
WAC cup, fill it with cham page
and drink like the winners they are.

We love you Lobos ...

;;:.:.-·-:.:;;~-~,.~~~-::;;.·~ -- -~·- - J'
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~ ·o<'s
ci''Q\"'ew location to service UNM
~~es ·
1001 Tijeras N.E. 247-3668

INCORPORATED
An equal opportunity employer M/F

..

,..,;; : fl\[j :.(" r1. ·~r ~ ~ t\;.'0-CeO Mon.-Fri. •
\"\ .» ~~ r U ~ ~e"''
!l:00-6:oo
OPTICIAN~,\..e<'~es
~~;!o.2,oo
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1631 ELibank N.E.
511 Wyoming N'.E.
4523.4th N.W.
Belen at 614 Becker

293-4508
265-3667
345-5301
864-3522

In Person

St~n

Btakhnge.

master of the American avant-garde film

BRAKHAGE
FILMS

Gone • • •

Asst. Coach John Whisenant

In the Information Systems and Services organization at TI,
you will be associated with one of the most extensive
computer networks in the world. You'll be on the leading
edge of computer technology, working on IBM :i70/168's with
MVS/JES-3.

Apply at the TI North Building Lobby, N. University &
Loop 289 this week. Thursday and Friday, 9 AM-8 PM, or
~aturday, 8 AM-3 PM.

Where to now, there's no tomorrow ...

Lobos Host Mavs'

It's easier to interview
at Tl this Thur.sday,
Friday or Saturday.

Each of the available positions requires a minimum of a
4-year degree, preferably in Computer Science, Math,
Business or an Engineering discipline. Applicants must be
U.S. citizens or permanent residents.

i
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(cont. on pag9 11)

Computer Professionals

We're open Thursday and Friday this week unti18 PM. And
on Saturday from 8 AM-3 PM.

jr.

Do You Need
Cash?

I
I
I

Blood
PI asIDa
Donor Center
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

I
I
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Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

842-6991

-

•

1

at

The Union (sub) Theatre
Thursda_y (3-30)
.
8:00pm: Tro.geodla o.nd Sincerity Reel 3
(a work in progress)
Frida_y (3-31)
3:00 pm: Shott Films 76 (a short program)
8:00 pm: Shott Films 75 and The Governor
In o.ddition to the screening of his films, at each show the incredibl_y lucid and witt.Y Stan Brakhage will speak and o.ddress
himself to questions.
Students $1.50
Genero.l Public $2.00
The Union Theo.tre is loco.ted in the south lower
level of the UNm Student Building.
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Classified Advertising is
located In Marron Hall, Rm~ 105,
Open 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
.Rates are: to run an ad 4 days or
less costs 15 cents a word per
day; an ad placed 5 days or
more consecutively costs 9
cents a word per day.
NOON Is the deadline to place
an ad In next day. ·
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TUTORING--GENERAL AND Organic Chemistry,
Math, Calculus. Steve, 266-4856.
03/31

PERSONALS

CONTACfS7?? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Optical Company. 255-8736
tfn
DIVERS DO IT DEEPER! Marine Biology tonight.
Johnson Gym, Room 180, 7;30 pm, UNM Scuba
Club.
03/29
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, steriltzation, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171.
04/28
SAVE THE SEALS~·Let's stop the brutal slaughter
of helpless babies. 883·3789.
03/29
HOW LONG CAN IT GO ON?H? Natural Sound
Records and Tapes storewide Sale is now in its third
month··the longes1 sale In !he history of New Mexico.
All6.98 list LP's are 3,99, al17.98lisl LP's f.lre 4.89,
Higher list LP's and all tapes, 1,00 off regular price.
Natural Sound has a large stock of used records and
tapes which are guaranteed against defects, priced at
1.99 up. Bring down your unwanted records and
tapes and trade for c<t~h or new music, Natural Sound
Records & Tapes, l 19 Harvard SE, (across from
Hippo Ice Cream), and 8019-A Menaul NE.
04/14
GENERAL CINEMA CORP, discount movie tickets
now available; SUD Box Office. $2,50.
03/31
ANNUAL PHI ALPHA THETA book sale. Prices
1from .Sc. Hundreds of titles. AI SUB from 9-S
'Tuesday, April4, 1978.
04/04
CREATIVE SEWING··SEW without patterns. Class
~tam April 6th, The Weavcn' Studio, 205 Stanford
SE. 265-9100.
03/31
PI-II ALPHA THETA (History Honorary Society)
will tnecl on Friday, March 31, 1978, at 3;30 pm in
the History Department Lounge, Mesa Vista Hall
03131
1104.
1ST ANNUAL EVERYTHING must go spring sale-~
all pipe'), tobacco'1, paraphernalia, lmporled
dgarci!C'i, r.:clcstiill teas, rasnbows, incense,
C\·crything llp to 4(} per CCIII off at Pipe & TObDCCO
Road, 1018 Cornell SE, across from t:NM. M·F
8:30·6:0(). Sm. 10·5. (Expecting n tax refund? One
04/10
dollar puis omy pipe on layaway!)
PEKRY'S PIZZA. We Deliver. Call 843·9750. Try
our fre~h salad and slice specials for lunch.
04/03
SOAK UP SUDS at Ned's tonue. Ever>' Wednesday is
spccml drink nile.
03J28

2.

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
ss
LOST: NEAR PHYSICA~ Planl, blue bounded lab
notebook. Please call Rick, 277~4681.
03/29
FOUND: NOTEBOOK W!NAME Henry Sala1.ar.
Identify and claim. See Terry Halpin, Rm. 216
03/29
Journalism Did g.
FOUND: PAPERBACK FRENCH Dictionary. Call
873·1305.
03/29
FOUND: SMALL MIXED puppy, Terrier? Cenual
and Terrace. Call873·1305,
03/29
FOUND~ LADIES WRIST watch, near College Inn.
Call Roger277-3106 day, 242-8356 evenings. 04103
FOUND: GOLD WIRE-FRAME prescription glasses
in black c:a~c--labellcd Ben•mn. Found near Civil
04/04
Engineering patio, Call217-2722.
LOST: ZIMMERMAN LIBRARY. March 27. Green
bookbag. Would like to recover contcnu. Please
leave at library octicc or de.sk, No qucsuon.s asked.

04104
LOST: BROWN PURSE in front or Mitchell Hall.
Keep money. Please just return contents. Call Leslie,
296·7357.
04/04
LOST: NEAR SUB Monday, key nng containing two
rings on a leather strap. Important!! Call842-5325.
03/30

3.

EDITORIAL SERVICE AND wriling assistance.
265·1164.
04/10
VOLVO REPAIR. REASONABLE. Guarantee.
04/04
Mike, 247·9083 evenings.
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345-2125.
04/29
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IDM selectriC) and
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment,
268-8515.
tfn
TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883·7787,
tfn
GREATTYPINGil66·3953.
03/31
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT, Group rates
available. Call Tim, 268-~510.
04/28
ACCURATE TYPING BY PROFESSIONAL. 242·
2266.
04/07
WEAVING, SPINNING CLASSES .. inkle and
cardwcaving workshops--all starling soon. The
Weavers' Studio, 205 Stanford SE, 265·9100. 03/31
TUTORING IN SPANISH, conversation or reading.
Call Miguel, 262-0449.
03/31

4.

HOUSING

ROOMY I·BDRM FURNISHED ap!., utililics paid,
$185.00 m()., 116 Harvard SE, Call 898·1254. 03/31
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTiliTIES paid,
! 143,00 mo., 1710 Coal PI.SE. Call R98-1254. 03131
3 DEDROOM HOUSE, wall-to-wall carpet, close to
UNM, nice neighborhood, $305. 268~1637.
03/30
APT. FOR RENT. Great 3-bdrm, 2 bath, all !he
e:(tra..,! $395tmo. 293-4783.
03/JI
ALL UTILITIES PAID, clctln. 'iOlid l·bdrm, J-blks
to UNM.$65. Call 262·17$1, Valley Rcmal~. $30 fcc.
03t31
BIKE TO CLASS, finall)' furni~hcd 2·bdrm; ~ecurcly
fenced ynrd, $150. Call 262·1751, Valley Ren!als, $30
fee,
0Jl31
\VHAT IS A COI.I HiP INN? Ciood food. Car·
pcled, a1r conditioning. /\panmcnt style li\"ing. 303
03128
t\'ih NE, Z43·2881.
STUDIO APT. 3 BU..:S to UNM, SilO plus u1ilitics.
843-9712.
03130
ROOM & BOARD. RESPONSIBLE female to livc·in
fprivatc bedroom/bath), and care for 2 children ages
8 & 10. 2:30 prn-9:00 pm, Mom.lny·Friday, end of
March through May, Home 3 blocks from UNM.
265·5318,
04/04
NEAR UNM, LARGE 2 Bedroom basement apar·
tmcnt. Furni.shed, fireplace, S22S/mo. including all
utilities. Call after 4:30, 266·2375.
04/04

5.

FOR SALE

PEUGOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories,
JJ Moped, 322Z Central SE, 268-3949.
03/J 1
1975 HARLEY·DAVIDSON 250 SPRINT, one
owner. S400/be~t offer. Calf 294-7671, Ernie, 03/30
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxell C-90 blank
cassenesl UO; .$3.25. UDXL: $4. Minimum 6.
Fire0y,256-l495.
04/17
HANG GLIDER, ELECTRA Flyer, Path Finder.
E'<cellent Condition, $250.00. 2.56·1022.
03/J I
1971 VW. GREAT condition, interior like new. Call
for details. :O.Iary. 277-2161.
04103
1976 GREEN DATSUN SEDAN. Low mileage. only
$2900. Fxccllcnt <:ondition. Sec Ken, 1908 Silver SE.
Apt.~. at .1~00 nm, M-S.
03/29

SERVICES

LSAl~MCAI REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-~200.
tfn
EXPERT TYPING. 266-4~67.
03/31

••.o.t,)qhe
w 1lderness
Centre

New Mexico's most
complete supply
of backpacking
equipment
2421 SAN PEDRO NE

(505) 266-8113

1976KAWASAKIKE 125 Enduro, 400 miles. $600
best offer, 296-9487.
04/Q-~
1972 cOR VETT~, BOTH ~oPs, Ps,· PB; AC, needs
paint, $5500 best offer ~296~9487.
04/04
MOVING SALE: 72 PLYMOUTH, f~rniturc, lndic~
bicycle, 261j-9882.
'
04/04
DOBERMAN PUPPIES$50.00, Call344·9772.04/04
YAMAHA CR-'1000, Bo.Se.901 series III speakers plus
equalizer, and AKAI 6300 10 inch reel to reel tape
deck for just $1000, Contact Brian_ at ~65-8478 and
leave message.
tfn
1972 PONTIAC FIREBJR,D, radio, S-track. One
owner, excellent condition. Best offer, Afler S call
03/30
24J.6571j,
CENTURION 10 SPEED BIKE, 19" frame. Brand
ncw,$110,247·9193.
03/30
TEAC TAPE DECK, Dual turntable, two -Dynaco
speakers, Pioneer receiver. Call Robert after 6:00,
292-3225.
03/31
1972 VEGA SEDAN, economical 4-speed, top
condition. $900 or best offer. Mus! sell, 881-2670.
04/04

6.

EMPLOYMENT

.PE.UGEOT

· ·:-- .;:·;

.---. • • • • • ;.JJ#\ope~@\. \ :'\. .
3222 Central SE 268-3949

We Now Carry Peugeot Bicycles
Complete Sales-Service-Accessories
Bicycles-Mopeds-Vespa Scooters

FRYE

. SOOTMAKERS SiNCE 1863,

JOB GRADUATE students only.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and Saturday nights.. Mus! be- 2lyrs. old.
Apply in person, no phone calls please. Save-Way
Liquqr Stort,~ at !i704 Lomas NE, $S Hi Menaul NE,
03/31
EXCITED! TURNED' ON BY LIFE! Turn your
energy into money, Part-time work, guaranteed 575 a
week. Car required. For interview call: 8774748.
Time: 1-4 pm.
03/29

I

BOOTS
Ladies' & Men's

MISCELLANEOUS

DOWNTOWN SPACE FOR RENT, Walk-up
studios and offices: inexpensive, interesting, safe,
unique. Rosenwald Building. Fourlh and Central.
242-6166, 298·6046.
03/30
CHEAP WATERBEDSI WATER trips S99.00 buys
yuu I) dark walnut St.ained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comfort Pad, 4} any size mallress with S-ycar
t~uarantec; $99.00, 3407 Central NE, 255·2289. 04/04
SOLAR POWER, O.E.D. products for home or
business. Call Mark at ALPHA Systems, 255-3367
TODAY.
04/04
DOWNTOWN BAZAAR; RETAILER'S stalls for.
rem: $100.00 month, $1.00 day, Open Monday·
Saturday, Rosenwald Building. Fourth and Central.
03/30
242·6166, 298-6046.
SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP April I & 2,
Saturday 10·4 pm, Sunday 1-4 pm. Cost $30.00,
students $20.00. Limited enrollment. Phone 262-0066
Ol/31
or266-1789.
NATURAL DYE WORKSHOP. !.earn to usc native
plants as dyes. The Weavers' Studio, 205 S1anford
SE, 265·9100.
03131

~
~ Want Ads say it
~ in a Big Way!!

20°/o
Off
men's

2120 Central S.E. • 243·6954

shop~~~~~~~

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

UNITED Feature Syndicate
ACROSS 44 No. Amer.
plant
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:
1 Callous
45 Stroke ~
5 Poems
affecIP
IP IAIT IH IE
IS
IB
!R [A
9 Flightless
tlonately
lA
IO lc
46 Domestic
birds
IN
IR
lA
14 Carry out a
slave of old ICIH
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tSIE
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f"l.E.
-request
48 Gorgon
lc
1 5 Foundry
52 Kwangchow:
,HI alP IE
1.Q
IH
2 words
device
ls
lA
16 Montreal's 56 Shoshonean OIR
Forum
lndaln
1 7 Flower
57 Fervency ·
IE
holder
58 Disembark
1 8 Mislay
59 Check
ISIT
IR
19 Backs. of
counterfoll
v IEIWIA IEIR
necks
60 Ms. Castle
ID
IR
IT IU
20 French
61 As soon as
IE
IL
15 It
summer · 62 Teased: ln21 House
formal
63 Nostrils
builders
23 Go back
64 Active one
over
65 City on the 13 Fresh talk 36 Unschooled
25 Gaze
Oka
21 Anxiety
42 Yemen
26 Neighbor of
22 Nautical
capital
Mo.
direction
44 Saws logs In
27 Toll
24 Surprise atthe night
1 VDO.'((~
29 Over the--- 2 Lact a e
tacks
45 Mull
32 Well-known
essen
27 Chemical 47 Gem
prefix
orphan
3 Adjust anew
35 ----Heyer4 Change the 28 Supported 48 Cut into
dahl: Rafter
color
weight
small pieces
36 "The
5 By a
30 Drying ap- 49 Private
timepiece
paratus
teacher
Destroyer":
6 "Lorna
31 Human
50 Composition
Hindu var.
37 Sorority
-----"·
hands: In- 51 Oppose
member
Blackmore
formal
authority
36 First-rate
Iitle
32 Dentist's
52 Biblical son
39 Was hep
7 Formerly
concern
53 Irish ex40 Shacks
6 Palm
33 Word denotclamatlon
41 Tough outer
reader, e.g.
lng a place 54 Kind of
9 Waltzed
34 Hockey
dance
covering
10 Speak
42 Traces
player: 2
55 Indian of
43 Adjective
publicly
words
Arizona
11 Banishing
35 Tidy
59 Sign of a hit:
suffix
12 Unusual guy 36 TV routines
Abbr.
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BY D.M. FLYNN
LOBO NEWS EDITOR
Another move to rescind
legislation that established the
financial structure of New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group, hit
the ASUNM Senate budget
hearings Wednesday like a bomb.
After the parliamentary smoke
cleared and the senate approved the
allotment of more than $57,000 to
13 groups, the senate passed the
amount of $45,000 for PlRG to be
placed on the spring ballot.
Tne senate approved the action
...
to rescind an internal business;
which . finances PIRG via a $2
~~<~, ~:1
refundable fee, by a narrow margin
,~
1
of 10 in favor and eight opposed.
The amount of $45,000 for PIRG
was approved by a voice vote.
~.,
~-~
With more than a dozen groups
left to hear, including General
--~...,.~....,.~..
....__._ /
Governmental with a request of
LOBO photo by Wendell T.
$37,749, the senate is down to
Susan Larsen, NMPIRG.board of directors member, John Liebendorfer, a former
approximately $27,000.
After the . vote was taken on ASUNM senator and one of the founders of NMPIRG.and ASUNM Attorney General Wade
whether the matter of rescinding Moody discuss the legal aspects of the NMPIRG.contractual agreement with ASUNM at
the internal business was taken, the senate budget hearings WEdnesday.
..,
Senator Eric Lucero said, "I hope
that this doesn't imply that certain ASUNM senator and founder of Liebendorfer told the senate
ASUNM President and finance
senators will walk out of the NMPIRG said, "ASUNM is- in a "That's a bullshit argument."
committee
hand down their
meeting."
financial bind and I suggest you
The senate later reverted to recommendations.
Roibal immediately replied, raise your activity fee three doliars.
finance committee as a whole to
ASUNM
President
Tom
"That's why I want this tabled."
"Also, if you want to fund make a recommendation as to how Williams,.after meeting with several
No one walked out, however, when PIRG, change your laws,".
much money to allot PIRG.
members of PIRG, recommended
the original motion (to rescind the Referring tq the question of
According to ASUNM law, an the figure of $33,912 for PIRG.
internal business) was dealt with.
constitutionality raised by ASUNM organization's budget may only be
That amount took into conJohn Liebendorfer, a former Attorney General Wade Moody, approved by the senate after the
sideration salarY and paid working
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time cuts, he said.
"It seems very off the wall to me.
Don't you think a cut of that nature
would seriously cripple the
organization•" Senator R.J. Laino
asked of Williams. Williams said,
"I think it is a good recommendation."
In other action, the senate approved 13 groups be placed on the
spring ballot: National Chicano
Health
Organization
($3,993),
Crafts Area ($3,898), Students
Veterans Association ($4,437 .30),
ATM Business Club ($3,001), Kiva
Club ($6,500), Agora ($6,000),
Residence
Halls
Student
Association ($2,500), International
Center ($14,705), Student Daytime
Activities ($4,000), Fiesta Committee (4,500), Intramural and
Recreation Board (4,000), and the
Duplicating Center ($737 .64).
Groups still to heard from include: Black Student Union,
Homecoming Committee, Interfraternity Council, Lobby Committee, Office of Research and
Consumer Affairs, Poetry Series,
Disabled on Campus, Clinical Law,
Returnin Students Association,
Student Nurses Association and the
Albuquerque Boycott Committee.
Budget hearings will continue
Friday at 10 a.m. in the SUB. A
meeting room has not yet been
announced.
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April 14 is the final day
students may drop a class.
Period. There is a $5 fee.

Thursday, March 30, 1978

Forl\71'ain Campus Students, Faculty

Med Library Doesn't Have to Lend
the library.
Erika Love said, "We're trying
to make the few books we have on
the
premises
available
to
everyone."
The medical library has ap,-

proximately 20,000 books, on
specialized topics with few multiple
copies, compared with Zimmerman
Library's 550,000 books which are
geared towards the general
university public, she said.
Love said, "Anyone who has a
library card can check out a book."
The catch is getting a library
card.
Only students enrolled on the
north campus in the Colleges of
Nursing, Pharmacy and Medicine
and faculty members and graduate
students who have a written
re.:ommendation from their chief
faculty advisor can get a library
card.
Even then, misunderstandings
occur within the number of people
the policy applies to.
This semester's first misunderstanding happened when
students who were enrolled in
nursing classes but not in the
College of Nursing tried to check
out books. Dianna McDonald,
assistant professor of nursing and
instructor for the courses, said the
problem was cleared up by sending
the class list to the library. Now the
students are allowed to check out
books.
The latest misunderstanding
involved a political science
professor who said he tried to take
out a book on federal and state
Indian reservations and was told
that only medically-involved
students can take books from the
.. ,.'l.rV
l ;t
d,IH.41 ,.:r •
Dr. Peter Lupsha said in a letter
to Leonard Napolitano, dean of the
medical school, "I could only hope
LOBO pholo by Wendoll T. Hunl
that because of specialization and a
Janice Moore, a graduate student in biology, nails up one of 10 narrowing of medical interest, you
birdhouses on campus. Moore said the birdhouses, which will at- had not lost sight of the role of the
tmct sparrows, finches and starlings, ate part of her dissertation University to extend, !lOt limit,
on the feeding patterns of these birds.
access to knowledge.''

The purpose of the Medical
Center Library's restrictive policy is
to discourage the checking out of
books and to encourage their use on
the premises, said the director of

I'

The response letter, written by
Love, included a borrower's application card and stated that the
library is not supposed to provide
unlimited services to the entire
university community.
In a telephone interview, Love
said, "The library's mission is to
serve the students on the north
campus. Technically, we don't have
to allow faculty members and
graduate students to check out
books, but we try to be cooperative.
"We're funded for an open door
policy but not for direct services
like lending. The legislature supports us by personnel services to the
number of students on the north
campus. But the library is open to
all," she said.

LOBO phofo by Ray Denonvllle

Erika Love, director Medical
Center Library

Zit-Zappers
Need Volunteers
By TIM GALLAGHER
LOBO Editor
"Do you have zits?" the ad
reads, The Steifel Research Institute
Inc. is willing to pay you $50 to try
and get rid of them.
Through the UNM Division of
Dermatology and the Student
Health Center, Steifel Research is
conducting an experiment which
might enable them to sell a stronger
version of an old acne medicine in
the United State~.
The miracle cure is benzoyl
peroxide which is available in
heavily diluted form in the United
States. Dr. jack McCabe, associate
director of the health center, said
benzoyl peroxide is available in a 5
percent solution over the counter

and 10 percent solution through
prescriptions.
The experiment involves using a
20 percent solution of the medicine
for a period of about three months.
Volunteers will be paid $50 al the
end of the experiment pc1, ·d.
What's involved in becommg a
volunteer is setting up an appoimment by calling 277-4757 or
277·3136, being inlerviewed for Ihe
experiment, returning to the centPr
for check-ups every two week,,
using the medicine, and concluding
the experiment on July 8.
During the check-ups, doctors
will determ inc how the medication
is affecting the acne growth on the
volunteer.
Steifel Research is paying UNM
(cont. on ?itge 31

